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INFO OCT-01 AF-08 ISO-00 001 W
--------------------- 001323
R 140810Z MAY 76
FM AMEMBASSY MAPUTO
TO SECSTATE WASHDC 4608

UNCLAS MAPUTO 0547

FOR WM. STOKES S/IG FROM AMBASSADOR DE PREE

EMO. 11652: N/A
TAGS: ASIG
SUBJECT: INSPECTION OF AF/S POSTS

REF: (A) STATE 95482; (B) STATE 115088

1. DATES PROPOSED REFTEL A ARE CONVENIENT.

2. THERE ARE NO FLIGHTS FROM JOHANNESBURG TO MAPUTO ON MONDAY, JUNE 7. I SUGGEST YOU PLAN DEPART JOHANNESBURG 1730 HOURS, SUNDAY, JUNE 6, VIA SA142 ARRIVING MAPUTO 1850 HOURS.

3. WILL BOOK THREE SINGLES AT POLANA HOTEL WHEN WE KNOW YOUR ARRIVAL PLANS.

4. VISAS HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED.
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